ECOSCREEN – BR5-36
APPLICATION
SINGLE SKIN WALL PANEL
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DETAIL 4
HEAD OPENING - HIGH CELL - SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.*
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 4A
HEAD OPENING - LOW CELL - SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
DETAIL 3
BASE @ SLAB - HIGH CELL - SCREEN WALL

NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.
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*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
DETAIL 3A
BASE @ SLAB - LOW CELL - SCREEN WALL

NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.
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JAMB OPENING - SCREENWALL

DETAIL 5
JAMB OPENING - SCREEN WALL

NOTE:
DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT (BY OTHERS)

FLASHING

BR5-36 PANEL

E/ PANEL

\[ \frac{1}{2}'' \textrm{ CLR.} \]
[13]

\[ 2\frac{1}{2}'' \textrm{ MIN.} \]
[64]
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 3B
BASE @ CURB - HIGH CELL - SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 3C
BASE @ CURB - LOW CELL - SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY.
THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL
APPLICATIONS ONLY.

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT (BY OTHERS)

BR5-36 PANEL

2" [51]

4" [102]

DETAIL 2
ENDLAP - SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 6
SILL OPENING - HIGH CELL - SCREEN WALL

FLASHING

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT (BY OTHERS)

BR5-36 PANEL

R.O.

T/SUPPORT

ARCHITECTURAL

SILL OPENING - HIGH CELL SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 6A
SILL OPENING - LOW CELL - SCREEN WALL

FLASHING

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT (BY OTHERS)

BR5-36 PANEL

R.O.

T/ SUPPORT

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 11
ENDWALL - SCREEN WALL

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
(BY OTHERS)

BR5-36 PANEL
FLASHING
SILICONE AND BACKER ROD

1/2" [6] CLR.
E/PANEL

2 1/2" MIN.
[64]
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 9
OUTSIDE CORNER - SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
DETAIL 10
INSIDE CORNER - SCREEN WALL

NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

FLASHING
BR5-36 PANEL

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
(BY OTHERS)

1/2 [13]
CLR.

4 1/2" MIN.
[102]

E/PANEL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
DETAIL 13
EXPANSION JOINT VERTICAL - SCREEN WALL

NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

DETAIL 7
PARAPET - HIGH CELL - SCREEN WALL

FLASHING

3° (MIN. SLOPE)

BR5-36 PANEL

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT (BY OTHERS)

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
MicroSeam Corners are available for non-perforated screenwalls with the following qualifications:

1.) Appearance of backside of corner will not be cause for rejection.
2.) Backside finish of corner will not be covered by CENTRIA finish warranty.

**NOTE:**
*THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.*

---

**STRUCTURAL SUPPORT (BY OTHERS)**

**ERECTOR NOTE:**
*PANEL RIB MODULE MUST BE HELD TO INSURE PROPER FIT OF CORNER ASSEMBLY.*

**DETAIL 9A**
OUTSIDE MITERED CORNER - SCREEN WALL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.*
NOTE:
THIS DETAIL IS FOR SCREEN WALL APPLICATIONS ONLY.

MicroSeam Corners are available for non-perforated screenwalls with the following qualifications:
1.) Appearance of backside of corner will not be cause for rejection.
2.) Backside finish of corner will not be covered by CENTRIA finish warranty.

ERECTOR NOTE:
PANEL RIB MODULE MUST BE HELD TO INSURE PROPER FIT OF CORNER ASSEMBLY.

DETAIL 10A
INSIDE MITERED CORNER - SCREEN WALL

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT (BY OTHERS)

SHOP ASSEMBLED MITERED CORNER

2" [51]

4" [102]

12" [305] MINIMUM LAP

24" [610] (STANDARD)

BR5-36 PANEL

*DETAILS SHOWN ARE FOR PROMOTIONAL USE ONLY. THESE DETAILS SHOULD NOT FOR ANY REASON BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.
Note: WHEN LAPPING PANEL "F" OVER PANEL "A" THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER OF PANEL "F" MUST SLIP UNDER PANEL "B". THIS PROCEDURE SHALL BE TYPICAL FOR ALL SUBSEQUENT PANELS.